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ON EXISTENCE OF OSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS OF 

A SECOND-ORDER NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
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ABSTRACT. This paper studies the existence of oscillatory solutions of the second- 
order nonlinear differential equation y" +yexp(\y\rn — x) = 0 on [0, oo) for m > 0. 
Our result proves a conjecture by F.V. Atkinson that this equation has oscillatory 
solutions for m > 2. This, together with the original results of Atkinson and 
Chen proving nonoscillation of this equation for 0 < m < 2, completely settles 
the question of existence of oscillatory solutions. 

1. Introduction 

Consider the second-order nonlinear differential equation on the semi-infinite axis 
[0,oo) 

y" + yexp(\y\m-x) = 0,        m>0. (1) 

Equation (1) arises in connection with radial solutions of the partial differential equa- 
tions [2, 3] 

Au + /(u) = 0,        ueC2(R2), (2) 

where A denotes the Laplacian, and f(u) behaves like exp(|^|m). It was pointed out 
in [3] that f(u) = exp(u2) was well known to be a borderline case. 

It is known from that literature, see [6, 8], that solutions to (1) with arbitrary initial 
data can be continued throughout the entire half real axis. A solution y(x) is said to be 
oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros, i.e., for each XQ > 0, there exists an xi > XQ 

such that y(xi) = 0. Equation (1) is called oscillatory if all solutions are oscillatory 
and is called nonoscillatory otherwise. In general, (1) may possess oscillatory and 
nonoscillatory solutions simultaneously. 

Equation (1) is a special case of the more general second-order nonlinear differential 
equation 

y" + yF{y2,x) = 0,        0 < x < oo, (3) 

where F(r, x) is continuous in r on [0, oo) for every 0 < x < oo and piecewise contin- 
uous in x on [0, oo) for every r > 0. Equation (3) first was introduced by Nehari [13] 
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with a view to generalize oscillation results of Atkinson [1] for the Emden-Fowler 
equation, see [15], 

yf, + q(x)y\yrf-1 = 0,      7 > l, (4) 

where q(x) is continuous in x on [0,00). Assume that F(r,x) is sufficiently smooth 
in both r and x, e.g., differentiable with respect to r and x, and that F(r,x) is non- 
negative. Nehari [13] then proved that (3) has a nonoscillatory solution if and only 
if 

/ 
xF(c,x) dx < 00 (5) 

for some constant c > 0. Since xe~:Eexp(cm) G L^oo) for m > 0, it follows that 
(1) always has nonoscillatory solutions. Nehari's proof is in fact an adaptation of an 
original proof given by Atkinson [1] for the more special equation (4). Thus, equation 
(1) cannot have all of its solutions oscillatory for any m > 0. The question remains 
for what values of m does equation (1) have oscillatory solutions. 

Atkinson and Chen [4] proved that (1) is nonoscillatory for 0 < m < 2, i.e., it 
cannot have any oscillatory solution. Recently, Hastings and McLeod [9] showed that 
(1) with m = 2 has oscillatory solutions. The purpose of this paper firstly is to prove 
that for m > 2, (1) also has oscillatory solutions. Secondly, we present an alternative 
and simpler proof of the result of Hastings and McLeod. The proof given in [9] is 
based upon phase plane analysis of a perturbed 2-dimensional autonomous system 
which is shown to be equivalent to (1). By identifying limit cycles of the unperturbed 
autonomous system, the authors succeeded in showing the existence of solutions of 
(1) which have these limit cycles as their limiting sets. Hence, these solutions must 
be oscillatory. As phase-plane analysis for autonomous systems can be cumbersome 
at times, our approach is more direct, and the resulting proof is considerably shorter. 

Finally, we return to the proof by Atkinson and Chen [4] for the case when 0 < 
m < 2. To prove nonoscillation, their proof is based upon an asymptotic estimate 
of the growth of zeros of any oscillatory solutions when they exist. In fact, let {sn} 
be the sequence of consecutive zeros of yf(x). It was shown that sn ~ Kn^ where 
JJ, = m/(m — 1) and K is some suitable constant. Their proof used rather clever 
inequalities and finally appealed to a nonoscillation result of Coffman and Wong [6] 
which also involves complicated identities. Our proof for nonoscillation as given in 
this paper is more direct and appreciably simpler. 

2. Existence of oscillatory solutions, m > 2 

We consider a more general equation than (1) in the form 

y" + a(x)f(y) = 0,        0 < x < 00. (6) 

Here a(x) is assumed to be piecewise continuous in x, and f(y) is odd, i.e., f(—y) = 
—f(y), and superlinear, i.e., w-1/^) is non-decreasing for u > 0. Equation (6) covers 
the special equation (1) and is a special case of the more general equation (3). 

Theorems on the existence of oscillatory solutions which do not preclude existence 
of nonoscillatory solutions were first given by Jasny [11] and Kurzweil [12] for the 
Emden-Fowler equation (4). Their result later was extended to the more general 
equation (3) in an earlier paper by Coffman and the author [5]. Unfortunately, the 
result as stated in [5] (and its further generalization as given in [6]) is not directly 
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applicable to the study of (1). In this section, we shall borrow the techniques in our 
earlier work [5, 6] and prove a result which would establish the existence of oscillatory 
solutions of (1) when m > 2. Our first result is 

Theorem 1. Suppose that (a) there exist constants XQ, M7 C > 0 such that 

x2f(u)u 1a(x) > - + c (7) 

where u2 > M2x and x > XQ, and (b) for all a > 0, xa(x)F(ax1^2) is nondecreasing 
for x > XQ where F(u) = f™ f(v)dv. Then every solution of (6) with a zero is 
oscillatory. 

We prove the theorem with the aid of the following lemmas. 

Lemma 1. Let y(x) be a nonoscillatory solution 0/(6), then 

liminf£M£^M£))<l (8) 
x->oo y[x) 4 

Proof Assume that (8) is false, it follows that y(x) satisfies the linear equation z" + 
q(x)z = 0 where 

q[X)~        y(x)        -   4X2 

for some e > 0. By Sturm's Comparison Theorem, z" -\-q(x)z = 0 is oscillatory, which 
contradicts the assumption that y(x) is nonoscillatory. □ 

Lemma 2. Lety(x) be a solution 0/(6). Define 

H(y(x)) = xy'2 + 2xa(x)F(y) - yy'. (9) 

If xa(x)F(ax1^2) is non-decreasing for x > XQ, then -^H(y(x)) > 0 for x > XQ- 

Proof Write H(x) = H(y{x)) for short. Use (6) to compute 

H'{x) = 2(xa(x)yF(y) + a(x)yf(y) 

■twrn (10) 

which is non-negative since xa(x)F(a^) is non-decreasing in x for every a > 0 and 
F(u) is an even function of u. □ 

Lemma 3. Let y(x) be a nonoscillatory solution of (6).   Denote cp(x) = y/xy' — 
■^y/y/x. If (p(x) is eventually of one sign, then 

lim <p(x) = 0. (11) 
x—too 

Proof Note that (y/y/x)' = (p(x)/x, so if (p(x) is eventually of one sign, then we have 

'-r|(*)l-|r(*)'4 
If ip(x) < 0, then the definite integral J defined above is finite.   Otherwise, when 
^0*0 •> 0? we note that 

r (')'«=&->&•>. 
Jx1 \y/xj \Jx       y/x^ 
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Assume that there exists an xi > XQ SO that y(xi) > My/xi, and since ip(x) > 0, then 
y(x) > My/x for all x > xi. This implies by (7) that 

x2a(x)f(y(x)) > 1 
y(x) - 4 

which contradicts (8) because y(x) is nonoscillatory. It then follows that 0 < y(x) < 
M^fx for x > XQ. TO prove (11), let limsup^^^ ip(x) = Q > 0. Choose A such that 

Q2 

L    \\fi) dx<8M- 

Also choose XQ, XI such that xi > XQ > A, (p(xi) > Q/2 and 
Xl dx _ Q_ 

x ~~ M' F f XQ 

Observe that 

from which we can estimate that for XQ < x < xi, 

rXl M   fXl r7s O 
^(x)-V(x1) = -jfB    v\x)ds>-^Jx    y>-f. (12) 

Using (12), we find 

JXQ     \\x J Jxo        X 

>{Q_Q\Q_ 

4M' 

which contradicts the fact that J^iy/y/x)' < Q2/8M. Thus 

lim (fix) = 0. 
X—¥00 

n 
We now are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that y^x) is a 

nonoscillatory solution. Since —y(x) is also a solution of (6) whenever y(x) is, we may 
assume that y(x) is positive, say, for x > XQ. Consider ip(x) in two mutually exclusive 
cases: one when ip(x) is oscillatory, i.e., there exists a sequence {£n : £n > XQ, <^(£n) = 
0} and £n —> 00 as n —> 00, and its alternative when cp(x) is eventually of one sign. In 
the first case, we further may extract a subsequence from {£n} which we denote again 
by {£n} so that {£n : £n > XQ, y(^n) = 0, ^'(^n) > 0} and observe that 

0 < ¥/(£„)V^ = Hna^)f(y^n)) + ^. (13) 
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On the other hand, if ip(x) is not oscillatory, hence eventually of one sign, we have 
(11). If y(x) is non-oscillatory, then by (8) there also exists a sequence {£n} so that 
(13) holds. 

We now rewrite H{x) as 
2 y2 

H(x) = x(y-^)   + 2xa(x)F(y) - 
4a; 

= lfi(xf + 2xa(x)F(y)-^. (14) 

Since f(y) is assumed to be superlinear, we note for y > 0 that 

F(y)= [  /(u)du<— /  udu, 
Jo V   Jo 

which implies 

2xa(x)F(y) < xa(x)yf(y). (15) 

Using (15) in (14) and evaluating H(x) at sequence {£„} where (13) holds, we find 

lim Hivfa)) < 0. (16) 
n—>oo 

By Lemma 2, we conclude that 

lim H(y(x)) = 0 

for every nonoscillatory solution y(x). Let y(x) be a solution with a zero at XQ and 
y'fao) / 0, so that H(y{xo)) = xoy' {xo) > 0. Since■H(y(x)) is non-decreasing in x, 
(16) yields the desired contradiction. Hence, y(x) must be oscillatory. □ 

To apply Theorem 1 to equation (1), we have a(x) = e x and f(y) = 2/exp(|y|m), 
m > 2. Clearly, f(y) is odd and superlinear in u. Choosing M = 1, c > 0 in (7), we 
find 

x2 f (u)^1 a(x) = x2 exp(|w|m — x) 

> x2 exp(zm/2 - x) > ^ + c, 

which clearly is satisfied if x is sufficiently large and m > 2. To show that xa(x)F(ayfx) 
is non-decreasing, we note that for large values of \y\, F(y) behaves as 

r\y\ 

F(\y\) = /     sexps^ds 
Jo 

= ^|y|2-mexp|yr{l + 0(|yrTO)}. (17) 

We now differentiate xa(x)F(a^) and obtain by (17) 

^xe-xF{a^) = xe~XfJ-<pfi)a + (e-» - xe~x) F{a^) 
dX JLyJ X 

= e-x exp la^rjyx + (1 - x)^--x1'^ + 0(\x\-ml2)y 
(18) 

Note that the leading negative term l/m(a2~mx2~rn/2) in (18) is dominated by the 
leading positive term (a2/2)x when m > 2. Thus xe~xF(a^) is non-decreasing for 
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sufficiently large x. We now conclude from Theorem 1 that equation (1) has oscillatory 
solutions for m > 2. In fact, Theorem 1 also proves that every solution of (1) with 
a zero is oscillatory when m > 2. This leads naturally to the borderline case when 
m = 2, and the question whether (1) also has oscillatory solutions in this case. In the 
next section, we shall answer the question in the affirmative. 

3. The borderline case when m = 2 

In this section, we consider the borderline case when m = 2 in equation (1), yielding 
the special equation 

y" + y exp(2/2 - x) = 0,        x > 0. (19) 

We note that (19) is a special case of equation (6) which satisfies assumption (a) of 
Theorem 1 but fails to satisfy assumption (b). Again we define the Pohozaev's energy 
function in this case by 

H(y(x)) =:xy'  + x exp(y2 - x) - yy'\ (20) 

which is a special case of (9). Similarly, E(y(x)) = yf +exp(y2—x) satisfies Ef(y(x)) = 
— exp(y2 — x) < 0. Hence E(y(x)) < E(y(xo)) and 

r 

H{x) = X{y'-27l)   +x^y2-x)-TZ^-TZ- (23) 

exp(2/  - x) dx < oo. 

Differentiating H(y(x)), we find 

A-H(y(x))=(y2-x + l)exp(y2-x), (21) 

and writing H(x) instead of H(y(x)) for short, we have 

H(x) - H(xo) = [ (y2-s + l) exp(y2 - s) ds, (22) 
JXQ 

which either converges or diverges to — oo. We now rewrite H(x) as 

Ax ~    Ax' 

Note that y2 — x < M implies y2 < kx for some k > 0, so (23) implies H(x) > —k, 
and the integral in (22) cannot diverge to —oo, so it must converge to a finite limit, as 
does H(y(x)). Suppose that y(x) is nonoscillatory; then repeating the same argument 
in the proofs of Lemmas 1, 3 and Theorem 1, we obtain from (16) that 

lim H(y(x)) = 0. (24) 
x—>oo 

To establish the existence of an oscillatory solution of (19), we therefore need to show 
the existence of a solution of (19) such that its associated Pohozaev's function H(y(x)) 
tends to some positive constant. Our main result is 

Theorem 2. There exists a solution y(x) of (19) with y(xo), yf(xo) suitably chosen 
such that 

/•OO 

H(y(xo)) >-       (y2-s + l) exp{y2 - s) ds, (25) 
JXQ 

in which case y(x) is oscillatory. In particular, if y(xo) = 0, |2/(£o)| — 1 where 
XQ > 10, then y(x) is oscillatory. 
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Proof. Suppose a solution y(x) satisfies (25). From (25) and the convergence of the 
integral in (22), it is clear that 

lim H(y(x)) = L 
x->oo 

exists as a positive constant. Such a solution therefore must be oscillatory, for other- 
wise, a nonoscillatory solution y(x) must satisfy (24). 

To show that we can suitably choose initial conditions y(xo), yf(xo) so that (25) 
holds, we start with any solution y(x) of (19) and proceed to estimate the integral 
in (25), which we denote by I(XQ), for short. Consider two disjoint subsets of the 
semi-infinite interval [#o, oo) as follows: 

Xi = { x : x > #0, y2 — x + 1 > — 3logx } , 

X2 = { x : x > XQ, y2 — x + 1 < —31ogx } , 

so that I(xo) = Jx + Ix * ■^ere Ix ' *:= 1» 2, denotes the definite integral on [XQ, 00) 
where the integrand is (y2 — x + 1) exp(y2 — x) if x G Xi, but otherwise it is zero. 
Observe that the convergence of the integral in (22) implies, by (20), that xexp(y2—x) 
is bounded, which in turn implies y2 — x—^ —00 as x —> 00, for otherwise x exp(y2 — x) 
will become unbounded. In particular, we have y1 — x + 1 < 0. 

For x e Xi, y2 — x + l > —Slogx, so y2 > x — 1 — Slog a; > ^x for x > XQ ifxo > 10. 
We now proceed to estimate fx  as follows: 

— /   (y2 — x + 1) exp(y2 — x) dx < I    3logo;exp(i/2 — x) dx 
JXx JXx 

< /   f —-?=— jyexpiv2 - x)dx 

<lx   (^0)yeMy2-x)dX (26) 

<^X° r-y"(X)dx 
y/xo      Jxo 

,       SV^logxo 

Similarly, we note that tor all x > XQ, y2 — x + 1 > —x, so on X2 we have 

""" /    (y2 ~~ x + 1) exP(y2 — x)dx <  I    xexp(—3logo: — 1) dx 
J X2 J X-x 

poo 
< e-1 /    xexz)(-3logx)dx (27) 

Jxn 

Combining (26) and (27), we find 

XQ 

3\/21ogxo  ,  e -/(so) < y'ixor*"^ + —. (28) 
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Suppose y(xo) = 0 and yf(xo) = a > 0. For (25) to hold, we require from (28) 

2        3V2logxo     e'1 

socr > a — 1 . (29) 

Clearly, if a = 1, then XQ > 10 would satisfy (29). The proof is complete. □ 

We note in passing that the quadratic in a, as given by (29), does have a positive 
root. This means that our argument is unable to conclude that every solution of (19) 
with a zero is oscillatory, as is the case of (1) with m > 2. Thus, the question whether 
every solution of (19) with a zero is oscillatory remains open. 

4. Nonoscillation for 0 < m < 2 

In this section, we re-examine the non-oscillation result of Atkinson and Chen [4] for 
(1) when 0 < m < 2. The proof given in [4] involves proving cases 0<ra<l,ra=l, 
and 1 < m < 2, separately. In the last case, 1 < m < 2, they first proved that the 
energy function E(y{x)) tends to zero as x —)• oo and then appealed to a result due to 
Coffman and the author [6] to deduce nonoscillation. Their proof that 

lim E{y{x)) = 0 (30) 
x—>oo 

when y(x) is oscillatory depends on showing that the zeros {sn} of y'(x), the deriv- 
ative of an oscillatory solution, grow asymptotically like nM where fi = m/(m — 1). 
This part of their proof involves intricate estimates on zeros of certain complicated 
quadratic functions. Fortunately, an appropriate choice of a different test function in 
the nonoscillation theorem of [6] proves the assertion directly. The test function used 
by Atkinson and Chen [4] is t1/771, but in fact, a more appropriate choice should be 
(tlogt)1/2. We now shall state and prove a nonoscillation result for (6), somewhat 
different from the original result in [6], and then show how it can be applied to deduce 
nonoscillation of (1.1) for 0 < m < 2. 

Theorem 3. Assume that x log xa(x)F(a^/x log x) is non-increasing for all large val- 
ues of x and for all a > 0, where F(y) — f^ f(u) du.  Then (6) is nonosdilatory. 

We first show how Theorem 3 implies nonoscillation of (1) for 0 < m < 2. Note 
that f(y) = yexpdyl)171 implies, as in the case for m > 2, that 

r\y\ 
F(\y\)= /     sexpsrnds 

Jo 

= ±.m2-me\yr{l + 0{lyl-m)} ^ 

for \y\ large. Replacing \y\ by a^/xlogx in (31) and differentiating xlogxe~x 

F(a y/xlogx), we find 

— {>fx log xe~xF(a\/x log x)} = R{x) 
ax i 

{-xlogx-^rlogx -f l)e  xF(a\Jxlogx) 

+ x log xe-xOi2 ^x log x exp (amxm/2 (log a;)m/2) 

lyx I \Jlogx J 
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Using (17) in (32), we obtain 

R(x) - e'x exp (amzm/2(logz)m/2) 

x (-a2-m^1-m/2(loga:)1-m/2(-xlogx + logz + 1) 

x ^ [(logs)2 + logs]}. (33) 

Note that in (33), the negative leading term a;2~m//2(loga;)2~m//2 dominates the pos- 
itive leading term x(\ogx)2 when 0 < m < 2 for x sufficiently large. We conclude 
that R(x) < 0 for a; large in this case; hence an application of Theorem 3 yields 
nonoscillation of (1) when 0 < m < 2. 

We now return to the proof of Theorem 3 and begin by comparing y(x) with 
y/xlogx. For a solution y(x) of (6), we define 

(34) 

and use the (6) to compute 

where 

Q(y,x) = 2—(crlogaa(<j)F(^/alogay(x)))\(T=:zx. 

The assumption of Theorem 3 implies Q(y,x) < 0, so for every solution y(x) of (6), 
we have -^G(y{x)) < 0. In particular, iiy{xn) = 0, then G(y(xn)) = xnlogxny' (xn) 
is non-increasing in n. Next, if y(x) is an oscillatory solution of (6), then we can 
determine a uniform bound over the integral J^n y' (x)dx where sn is a zero of y'fa) 
satisfying xn < sn < xn+i. We need the following lemma. 

Lemma. Let y(x) be an oscillatory solution of (Q) and y(xn) = yf(sn) = 0, y(x) > 0 
for xn < x < Sn. Then there exists a constant BQ such that 

In = / n y,2dx < Bo (36) 
JXn 

where BQ is independent of n. 

Proof. Since Q(y,x) < 0, we can integrate (35) from xn to sn and obtain 

1 _ 2 1   fSn y2 

-sn
1y2(sn) + 2snlogsne SnF(y(sn)) < xnlogxny' (xn) - - -^dx.       (37) 

^ Z Jxn    X 

Rewrite the last integral in (37) as 

2 Jxn    x ^sn Jxn      x 

Combining the above with (37), we find 

/' 
—dx < xn \ogxny' {xn) < XQ logxoy   (XQ) = B1. (38) 
x 
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Note that (xyf — y)' < 0 implies xy' — y < Xny^Xn) for x > xn, so 

Jxn Jxn \ x / 

<B1+xny'{xn) ^dx. (39) 
Jxn     % 

Now we have by the Schwarz inequality 

hence (39) becomes 

In < Bi +xn2//(xn): 
.1/2 

■Ln 

< BX + -^IV\ 

from which it follows that ln < Bo where J5o is a constant independent of n (clearly 
dependent on XQ). □ 

For x € (xn, sn) on which yf(x) > 0, we have by (36) 

\y(x)\ < f \y'{x)\ dx < Il'\x - x^1'2 < B^x1'2. (40) 
JXn 

From concavity of y(x) between its zeros, and the fact that f(y) is odd in y, we 
conclude from (40) that \y{x)\ < B^2y/x. 

Since we assume u~lf{u) is nondecreasing in u, then 

n/^ _ <x)f(y) < a(x)f(Bl12^) 

Observe that for each a > 0 and ^ > p, we have by convexity of F(u) 

F{a^) - F(a<p) > a{^ - (p)f(a<p). (42) 

Letting ip = y/x and tp = ^s/x\ogx in (42), we find 

(a;loga;)~1/2F(av/^logx) > af(ay/x). (43) 

1 /2 
Denote ^Q

7
   = a and substitute (43) in (41); then we obtain 

a(x)f(ay/x) 
p(x) < 

ay/x 

<a-2a(x)(xlogxr^^^^. (44) 

Since a(x)x log xF(a\/x log x) is nonincreasing, say bounded by K, we deduce from 
(44) that 

, , ^ Ka-2(x\ogx)-V2        ( 1 \        1 
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Now y(x) satisfies the linear equation z,f+p(x)z = 0. Using (45) and an application of 
Sturm's Comparison Theorem, we conclude that y(x) is nonoscillatory. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
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